Obedience

**Highest Scoring Dog in Regular Classes**

**Nov B**, CH Rivergroves Game On CD PCD BN RN CGCA TKN

**Novice B**

1st  CH Rivergroves Game On CD PCD BN RN CGCA TKN

**Beginner Novice A**

1st  CH Karalaska’ Liberty Of Love RN CGCA

**Beginner Novice B**

1st  CH Timberbluffs Chatelaine Bleu Diamond RN CGC

2nd  Brittain’s I Love A Rainy Night RN CGCA CGCU TKN

Rally

**Highest Triple Score in ADVB/EXCB/MASTER**

Brittain’s And The Thunder Rolls CD BN RE CGCA CGCU TKN

**Highest Combined Score in ADVB/EXCB**

Timberbluffs Enchantment Of Emerald Isle CD BN RE FDC CA CGCA TKN

**Rally Novice A**

1st  Catalan Ride The Wild Wind

2nd  Timberbluffs Don’T Rob Another Man’s Castle

**Rally Novice B**

1st  Pyragon Royal Crown’s Da Vinci Code CGC

2nd  Bogart Patou Von Traumberg

3rd  Timberbluffs Northanger Abbey De Reflection Farms

4th  Rhodes Du Mas De Beauvoisin

**Rally Intermediate**

1st  CH Timberbluffs Chatelaine Bleu Diamond RN CGC

**Rally Advanced B**

1st  CH Rivergroves Briolette Diamonds Reflection CD PCD BN RAE FDC CAA CGCA

2nd  Brittain’s And The Thunder Rolls CD BN RE CGCA CGCU TKN

3rd  CH Karalaska’ Liberty Of Love BN RN CGCA

4th  Timberbluffs Enchantment Of Emerald Isle CD BN RE FDC CA CGCA TKN

Qualify  Oneida’s May Whine CD BN RAE FDC CAA THDA CGCA CGCU TKI

**Rally Excellent B**

1st  Timberbluffs Enchantment Of Emerald Isle CD BN RE FDC CA CGCA TKN

2nd  Brittain’s And The Thunder Rolls CD BN RE CGCA CGCU TKN

3rd  Oneida’s May Whine CD BN RAE FDC CAA THDA CGCA CGCU TKI

4th  CH Rivergroves Briolette Diamonds Reflection CD PCD BN RAE FDC CAA CGCA

Qualify  CH Timberbluffs Gwynivere Garnets Glow BN RA CGCA CGCU TKN

**Rally Master**

1st  Brittain’s And The Thunder Rolls CD BN RE CGCA CGCU TKN

2nd  Oneida’s May Whine CD BN RAE FDC CAA THDA CGCA CGCU TKI

3rd  CH Rivergroves Briolette Diamonds Reflection CD PCD BN RAE FDC CAA CGCA